
MARCAL 16 EWRi
Wireless Digital Caliper complete 
with Starter Pack, including 
MarCom Software. See page 9

MARCATOR DIGITAL INDICATORS
High precision electronic measure-
ment with resolution to 0.5µm.  
See from page 16

MARSURF BASIC PRINCIPLES
For advice from the experts on 
the basic principles of surface 
metrology see page 6

THE MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO DETAIL 2 | 2016

MARSURF PS 10 - "SMAHRT SURF" – SIMPLE, SMART AND MOBILE
Discover Mahr's entry-level surface metrology instrument. Great value precision roughness measurement 
that's simple to use. Complete with a removable drive unit, the MarSurf PS 10 provides flexible measurement 
even in confined spaces. See page 24
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DIMENSIONAL METROLOGY 

FROM MAHR: EXPERIENCE, 

INNOVATION AND DEDICATION.
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MEASURING TECHNOLOGY IS GETTING SMAHRT!
Dear Detail Enthusiasts,

There's been a lot of talk this year about Industrie 4.0, 
Industry 4.0, Internet of Things, factories of the future and 
Smart Factory, but what does this all mean for you in your role 
and in your industrial sector? In this edition, as your partner 
in measuring technology, we'll help explain Smart Factory 
and what it means for you, helping you navigate your way 
through the discussions about the future of measuring.

We keep hearing that measuring technology is getting smart.  
But what does smart mean? And more importantly, how 
can smart measuring technology help you?

For Mahr, SMAHRT metrology means measuring 
instruments that have local intelligence and the ability to 
communicate simply. Simple communication is enabled by 
standardised interfaces and straightforward data transfer. 
SMAHRT metrology helps you get from the measurement 
process to the evaluation of measurement data more easily, 
more quickly and more reliably.

 
Also in this edition we introduce the SMAHRT Surf PS 10. 
See page 4 and page 24 to discover the simpler way to 
perform roughness measurements with fully automated 
data logging. See pages 9, 16 and 20 for other SMAHRT 
products, such as the MarCal 16EWRi caliper, the MarCator 

1086i dial gage and the MarCom Professional 5.1 evaluation 
software.

 
SMAHRT products are designed to make the journey 
from measurement to data evaluation quicker and simpler.  
With so many devices now available it's important to 
understand the measuring parameters to ensure that the 
right 'measuring technique' is adopted. That's why we've 
provided recommendations for selecting the "right" filters 
for roughness measurements on pages 6 and 7. Find more  
Mahr know-how on parameters, measuring tips and 
Industry 4.0 in the Know-how section of the Mahr website.

If you're passionate about accuracy and dedicated 
to detail, then the new Mahrlights is for you.  
Mahr is your partner for cutting edge measuring 
technology. It's SMAHRT metrology.

VISIT OUR NEW HOMEPAGE 
WWW.MAHRUK.COM

MAHRLIGHTS AUTUMN 2016

Heiko Kern, Vice President Sales Precision Gages 

SMAHRT Surf PS 10 – simple, smart, mobile

Even SMAHRT metrology requires measuring know-how.
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MARSURF PS 10: 
"SMAHRT SURF" – SIMPLE, 
SMART AND MOBILE

MARSURF PS 10
Surface structures can have a big impact on the functioning, 
processing or appearance of components or products. 
Accuracy and consistency in manufacturing depend on 
surface testing. But how can surfaces be tested precisely? 
At the beginning of the 20th century, experts were reliant 
on their sight and sense of touch. Although the trained eye 
can identify features in the μm range, and even the often 
mocked finger nail test can return pretty reliable results, 
here in the 21st Century that simply isn't enough. In the 
age of precision engineering, where parts replacement 
and adjustments need to be exact and where international 
standards need to be met, this type of subjective testing 
falls short.

IT USED TO BE THE FINGERNAIL TEST. NOW IT'S 
MARSURF

Nowadays computer-aided measuring instruments provide 
precise, objective data. The ease of measuring and the 

speed of evaluation processes have improved tremendously; 
and  for decades, Mahr has been setting the pace for this 
trend at a global level. The introduction of the stylus element 
method, as well as the ease of drive and measuring setup, 
have provided huge leaps in the capabilities in surface 
measurement. With numerous innovations and patented 
solutions in surface metrology, it's plain to see that this is 
Mahr's main area of expertise. In fact, we perfected the 
stylus method, which is now used widely worldwide.  

Mahr's MarSurf surface metrology offers simple, ac-
curate and repeatable measurements.

Mahr's new MarSurf PS 10 portable roughness measuring 
instrument represents a new generation of measuring 
technology which offers a quick and user-friendly means 
of checking surfaces. This innovative device is operated via 
a 4.3'' TFT touch display in the same way as a smartphone, 
with user friendly functions and display. The operator can 

MAHRLIGHTS AUTUMN 2016
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rotate the display and return to the start screen at any time 
by pressing the start button, frequently used functions are 
easily accessible via the favorites list.

As well as portable use, the instrument can also be attached 
to a measuring stand and turned into a fixed measuring 
station for small workshops.

Mobile

The MarSurf PS 10 can be used in the production line to quickly 
check the roughness depth of the workpiece, in and on the 

machine. Verify the quality of milled and turned parts, ground 
and honed workpieces, on large machines, large workpieces, 
or in incoming goods inspections. The MarSurf PS 10 is the 
only mobile measuring instrument on the market to offer 
auto-cutoff selection, ensuring that even non-engineers will 
obtain the right measuring results and accuracy needed. 
 

Convenience

Remove the drive unit from the instrument and operate it 
manually for more flexibility in confined spaces, even when 
measuring within holes. An optional hand-held support can 
be used for measurements on small parts. Additional probes 
for various measuring tasks also mean that gears and deep 
measuring points, such as grooves or small holes, can be 
measured. 

 
Using measurement data

Measuring data can be saved in TXT, X3P, CSV or PDF 
format. With no additional software required, the MarSurf PS 
10 produces its own PDF measuring record. The integrated 
and removable calibration standard ensures accurate work 
and the Mahr calibration certificate is included as part of the 
package.

MAHRLIGHTS AUTUMN 2016

Mahr's MarSurf surface metrology offers simple, accurate and repeatable measurements. 
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length of a roughness measurement has a total length of 7 
cutoff wavelengths.

This property, however, depends on the instrument. There 
are surface measuring instruments, such as the MarSurf PS 
10, for which the roughness traversing length is only 6 cutoff 
wavelengths; this is the case when the pre-travel and post-
travel are each just half a cutoff wavelength.

The fact that the traversing length depends on the 
measuring instrument does not contradict the standard, as 
the standard only stipulates the measuring length, not the 
traversing length.

MARSURF 
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF 
SURFACE METROLOGY

SELECTING THE RIGHT 
FILTER
Standard ISO 4288 requires that a distinction be made 
between the periodic and aperiodic surface profiles 
when selecting the cutoff wavelength of a profile filter. 
 
We recommend the following procedures in order to 
meet the standard:

• Test measurement with lc = 0.8 mm to determine the 
parameters RSm, Rz and Ra

• Examination of profile
• In the case of a clearly recognizable periodic profile, 

select the cutoff wavelength according to parameter 
RSm from the table above

• Otherwise, select the cutoff wavelength lc according to 
Rz and/or Ra

 
If selecting lc = 0.8 already produces a positive result, it is 
important to check whether the next lowest lc value also 
complies with the standards.

In order to ensure that the filter setting complies with 
the standards, always select the smallest possible 
lc-value that corresponds to the table values as per 
ISO 4288. 

If the pre-travel and post-travel values are both also the 
same length as the cutoff wavelength lc, the traversing 

MAHRLIGHTS AUTUMN 2016
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Traversing length – Measuring length – Cutoff 
wavelength

MAHRLIGHTS AUTUMN 2016

Recommendations for selecting the cutoff 
wavelength lc

• Visual check and/or nail test
 – Test surface clean, periodic or aperiodic? 
• Automatic selection of lc, if possible 
 –  Otherwise: lc selection after visual check, experience 

of tolerance specification
• Correct lc if necessary in accordance with ISO table 
• Repeat measurement with next shortest c-value 
 –  this is important especially when tolerances are exceeded

You can find exact information for selecting the cutoff 
wavelength lc for periodic and aperiodic surface profiles in 
accordance with the standards in standard ISO 4288.

Meaning of the parameters:

Many additional surface parameters have become available 
recently with the publication of DIN EN ISO 4287. The 
various parameters, however, have also taken on a very 
different meaning in practice. These include parameters, that 
are more seldom used or have not become internationally 
widespread.

Meaning of the most common parameters:

Mean roughness depth Rz 

The mean roughness depth Rz is the arithmetic mean of 
the individual roughness depths. The total of the Rzi values 
is divided by the number of sampling lengths measured lr.

In the example: Rz = ∑ Rzi / 5 

Like Rmax, Rz is also a measure for the shape characteristic 
of the surface roughness perpendicular to the test surface. 
Rz, however, is less dependent on individual profile features 
than Rmax. In the case of repeat measurements there is less 
scattering of Rz values than Rmax values.

Mean roughness: Ra, Rq

The arithmetic mean roughness Ra is the arithmetical 
average of all the profile values in the roughness profile. Ra 
is probably the most commonly used roughness parameter 
in the world. It is easy to measure and easy to reproduce 
for repeat measurements; however, it says virtually nothing 
about the shape characteristic of individual profile features. 
It is, therefore, only useful for evaluating the function of 
workpiece surfaces in combination with other surface 
parameters described here.

Maximum roughness depth: Rmax

The single peak-to-valley height Rzi is the sum of the height 
of the highest profile peak and the depth of the lowest 
profile valley of the roughness profile R within a sampling 
length lr.

The maximum roughness depth, Rmax, is the largest single 
peak-to-valley height within the evaluation length.

Rmax is a measure for the shape characteristic of the 
surface roughness perpendicular to the test surface. Of all 
the perpendicular parameters used in practice to evaluate 
roughness, it is the most heavily dependent on individual 
profile features (feature = profile peak or profile valley/
outlier). It can be used – just like the mean roughness depth 
Rz – to replace the now obsolete roughness depth Rt.

Important: The parameter Rmax is only mentioned in ISO 
standards in the general standard ISO 4288 and is referred 
to as Rz1max. (The German Association of the Automotive 
Industry, VDA, however, refuses to use Rz1max and 
continues to recommend the name "Rmax".)
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MARCAL. THE REFERENCE CALIPER
Mahr's Reference System has made the caliper much 
easier and more convenient to handle, as the zero 
position only has to be set once and the setting is stored 
for all further measurements. Due to the high degree of 

protection IP67, the MarCal 16 EWR is protected against 
dust, coolants and lubricants and is therefore ideal for use 
in the most demanding environmental conditions.

Offer price

£ 98.40
Order no. 4103300

Offer price

£ 65.70
Order no. 4103010

MARCAL 16 EWR Digital Caliper

MARCAL 16 ER Digital Caliper

Features
Functions: ON/OFF, AUTO-ON/OFF, RESET (set display to zero), 
mm/inch, Reference System, LOCK function (key lock)
• Immediate measurement thanks to the Reference System
• Excellent resistance to dust, coolants and lubricants: 

protection rating IP67
• Power supply: battery, life approx. 3 years
• Lapped guide way
• Slide and beam made of hardened stainless steel

Features
Functions: ON/OFF, AUTO-ON/OFF, RESET (set display to zero), 
mm/inch, Reference System, LOCK function (key lock)
• Immediate measurement thanks to the Reference System
• Power supply: battery, life approx. 3 years
• Lapped guide way
• Slide and beam made of hardened stainless steel

Product Measuring range Resolution Depth rod Data output Height of digits Order no. List price Offer price

mm (inch) mm/inch mm £ £

16 ER 0 – 150 (6") 0.01 / .0005 • 11 4103010 87.,60 65.70

16 ER 0 – 150 (6") 0.01 / .0005 • 11 4103012    87.60 65.70

16 ER 0 – 200 (8") 0.01 / .0005 • • 8.5 4103018 148.80 111.60

16 ER 0 – 300 (12") 0.01 / .0005 • 8.5 4103020  189.60 142.20

SPECIAL O
FFER PRICES

All illustrations and technical data are without guarantee. All list prices are the recommended retail prices. 
The net prices are shown in £ , they exclude Value Added Tax and are valid from 15 September 2016 until 15 November 2016

Product Measuring range Resolution Depth rod Data output Height of digits Order no. List price Offer price

mm (inch) mm/inch mm £ £

16 EWR 0 – 150 (6") 0.01 / .0005 • 11 4103300 131.20 98.40

16 EWR 0 – 150 (6") 0.01 / .0005 • 11 4103302 131.20 98.40

16 EWR 0 – 200 (8") 0.01 / .0005 • • 8.5 4103068 186.40 139.80

16 EWR 0 – 300 (12") 0.01 / .0005 • 8.5 4103070 244.00 183.00

MAHRLIGHTS AUTUMN 2016

Large display

Excellent protection against dust, coolants and lubricants

MarCal 16 ER, 200 mm, Order no. 4103018

MarCal 16 EWR, 200 mm, Order no. 4103068
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Product Measuring range Resolution Data output Order no. List price Offer price

mm (inch) mm/inch £ £

30 EWR 0 – 150 (6") 0.01 / .0005 • 4126700 267.20 200.40

30 EWR 0 – 300 (6") 0.01 / .0005 • 4126701 351.20 263.40

30 EWR 0 – 500 (20") 0.01 / .0005 • 4126702 424.80 318.60

Starter Pack

£ 184.64
Order no. 9105795

MARCAL 16 EWRi Digital Caliper
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Features
Functions: ON/OFF, AUTO-ON/OFF, HOLD (storage of 
measured values), RESET (set display to zero), PRESET (enter a 
numerical value), mm/inch, Reference System, LOCK function 
(key lock), DATA (data transmission)
• Integrated wireless transmitter
• Immediate measurement thanks to the 

Reference System
• Excellent resistance to dust, coolants and 

lubricants: protection rating IP67
• Power supply: Battery, life approx. 3 years 

(approx. 0.5 years with wireless activated)
• Lapped guide way
• Slide and beam made of hardened stainless 

steel

Product Measuring range Resolution Depth rod Details Order no. List price Offer price

mm (inch) mm/inch £ £

16 EWRi 0 – 150 (6") 0.01 / .0005 • Data interface:  
Integrated wireless

4103400 168.00 126.00

16 EWRi 0 – 150 (6") 0.01 / .0005 • 4103402 168.00 126.00

16 EWRi 0 – 150 (6") 0.01 / .0005 • Starter Pack: incl. i-Stick wireless 

receiver and MarCom Standard 5.1

9105795 230.80 184.64

16 EWRi 0 – 150 (6") 0.01 / .0005 • 9105796 230.80 184.64

MAHRLIGHTS AUTUMN 2016

Offer price

£ 200.40
Order no. 4126700

MARCAL 30 EWR Digital Depth Gage

Features
Functions: ON/OFF, AUTO-ON/OFF, RESET (set display to zero), 
PRESET (enter a numerical value), mm/inch, Reference System, 
LOCK function (key lock), DATA (in conjunction with data cable)
• Immediate measurement thanks to the Reference System
• Excellent resistance to dust, coolants and lubricants: 

protection rating IP67
• Power supply: battery, life approx. 3 years
• Lapped guide way
• Slide and beam made of hardened stainless steel

With integrated wireless

For measuring deep down

All illustrations and technical data are without guarantee. All list prices are the recommended retail prices. 
The net prices are shown in £ , they exclude Value Added Tax and are valid from 15 September 2016 until 15 November 2016

Furthermore, if you need to document your measured data, 
the MarConnect interface offers you the optimal 
connection to all evaluation systems, either via 
integrated wireless or data cable.

  Starter Pack
16 EWRi incl. i-Stick Wireless receiver and MarCom Stan-
dard 5.1 see order no. 9105795 and 9105796 
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MARCAL. THE LIGHTWEIGHT DIGITAL CALIPER
Our Digital Caliper 18 EWR has a lightweight design, 
due to the narrow cross section. And with additional weight 
reducing holes in the measuring jaws, it makes for optimum 
handling during measurement.

SPECIAL O
FFER PRICES

Offer price

£ 253.20
Order no. 4112704

MARCAL 18 EWR Digital Caliper

Features
Functions: AUTO-ON/OFF, DATA (data transmission via 
connection cable), ON/OFF, PRESET (enter a numerical value), 
RESET (set display to zero), Reference System, LOCK function (key 
lock), mm/inch
• Immediate measurement thanks to the Reference System
• Excellent resistance to dust, coolants and lubricants: 

protection rating IP65
• Power supply: battery, life approx. 3 years
• Digit height: 10 mm (300 mm), 12.5 mm (500 mm)

Product Measuring range Resolution Details Order no. List price Offer price

mm (inch) mm/inch £ £

18 EWR 300 (12") 0.01 / .0005
with measuring blades for external dimensions

4112704 337.60 253.20

18 EWR 500 (20") 0.01 / .0005 4112712 645.60 484.20

18 EWR 300 (12") 0.01 / .0005 without measuring blades for external 
dimensions

4112705 311.20 233.40

18 EWR 500 (20") 0.01 / .0005 4112713 573.60 430.20

MAHRLIGHTS AUTUMN 2016

All illustrations and technical data are without guarantee. All list prices are the recommended retail prices. 
The net prices are shown in £ , they exclude Value Added Tax and are valid from 15 September 2016 until 15 November 2016

Lightweight steel design

Offer price

£ 16.80
Order no. 4100400

MARCAL 16 FN Vernier Caliper with scale reading

Features
• All reading parts have a glare free, satin chrome finish
• Slide and beam made of hardened stainless steel
• Measuring faces are made of hardened stainless steel
• Measuring blades for inside measurement
• Step measuring function
• Raised guides ways for the protection of the scale

Product Measuring range Readings Readings Error limit Order no. List price Offer price

mm mm inch mm £ £

16 FN 0 – 150 0.05 1/28 0.05 4100400 22.40 16.80

16 FN 0 – 200 0.05 1/28 0.05 4100401 61.60 46.20

16 FN 0 –300 0.05 1/28 0.05 4100402 148.40 111.30

The classic precision vernier caliper

MarCal 18 EWR, 300 mm, Order no. 4112705
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Offer price

£ 302.40
Order no. 4118807

MARCAL 16 EWR-V Digital Universal Calipers

Features
Functions: AUTO-ON/OFF, DATA (data transmission via 
connection cable), HOLD (storage of measured values), ON/OFF, 
PRESET (enter a numerical value), RESET (set display to zero), 
Reference System, LOCK function (key lock), mm/inch
• Immediate measurement thanks to the Reference System
• Excellent resistance to dust, coolants and lubricants: 

protection rating IP67
• Power supply: battery, life approx. 3 years
• Lapped guide way
• Slide and beam made of hardened stainless steel
• Scope of supply: Includes standard accessories
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Product Measuring range Resolution Depth rod Details Order no. List price Offer price

mm (inch) mm/inch £ £

16 EWR-V 0 – 200 (8") 0.01 / .0005 • Digit height: 8.5 mm 4118807 403.20 302.40

MAHRLIGHTS AUTUMN 2016

Anvils for outside 
measurements

Anvils for inside 
measurements

All illustrations and technical data are without guarantee. All list prices are the recommended retail prices. 
The net prices are shown in £ , they exclude Value Added Tax and are valid from 15 September 2016 until 15 November 2016

The trouble shooter

MARCAL. THE TROUBLESHOOTER
16 EWR-V - The universal caliper for  difficult to reach 
measuring points such as recesses and grooves. Use in 
conjunction with special anvils to solve every measuring 
problem.
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NewMICROMAR 40 EWR Digital micrometer screws (special models).

MICROMAR. EVERYTHING REVOLVES AROUND PRECISION
Along with calipers, micrometers are the most frequently 
used hand measuring instruments, so it makes sense 
to buy the best. With precision ground spindles, carbide 

tipped measuring faces and a robust frame construction, 
the modern micrometer from the Mahr Micromar series 
ensures maximum precision and a long working life.

SPECIAL O
FFER PRICES

MAHRLIGHTS AUTUMN 2016

Offer price

£ 110.60
Order no. 4151721

MICROMAR 40 ER / 40 EWR Digital Micrometers

Features
Functions: RESET (set display to zero), ABS (set display to zero 
without the reference to the preset being lost), mm/inch, PRESET 
(enter a numerical value), Reference System, LOCK function (key 
lock), DATA (data transmission via connection cable)
• Immediate measurement thanks to the Reference System
• High constrast display 
• Spindle and anvil are carbide tipped
• Rapid drive
• Hard lacquered steel frame, heat insulated
• Power supply: battery, life approx. 2 years

Product Measuring range Resolution Spindle thread pitch Order no. List price Offer price

mm (inch) mm/inch mm £ £

40 ER 0 – 25 (0 –1") 0.001 / .00005 0.635 • 4151601 120.80 84.56

40 EWR 0 – 25 (0 –1") 0.001 / .00005 0.635 • 4151721 158..00 110.60

40 EWR 0 – 25 (0 –1") 0.001 / .00005 0.635 • • 4151705 200.00 140.00

40 EWR 
Set

0 – 100 (0 –4") 0.001 / .00005 0.635 • • 4151709 1,064.00 744.80

All illustrations and technical data are without guarantee. All list prices are the recommended retail prices. 
The net prices are shown in £ , they exclude Value Added Tax and are valid from 15 September 2016 until 15 November 2016

With simple one handed operation

Set of 4 Micromars 40 EWR with 4 
micrometers, Order no. 4151709

4 models for special applications, for measuring 

– grooves and spline shafts
– crimp heights
– recesses
– pipe wall thickness 

Find out more on our website:
www.mahr.com

Need some more information?  Our technical advisers will be 
happy to answer any questions you may have.

Special measuring surfaces for special measuring tasks 

40 EWR-B

40 EWR-K

40 EWR-R

40 EWR-S
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Offer price

£ 30.72
Order no. 4134000

MICROMAR 40 A micrometer screw
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Features
• Operating and display units have a glare free, satin chrome 

finish
• Spindle and anvil are made of hardened steel, carbide 

tipped
• Heat insulators
• Rapid drive with integrated ratchet
• Locking device

Product Measuring range Reading Spindle thread pitch Details Order no. List price Offer price

mm mm mm £ £

40 A 0 – 25 0.01 0.5 Hard lacquered steel frame 4134000 38.40 30.72

MAHRLIGHTS AUTUMN 2016

All illustrations and technical data are without guarantee. All list prices are the recommended retail prices. 
The net prices are shown in £ , they exclude Value Added Tax and are valid from 15 September 2016 until 15 November 2016

The classic micrometer

Offer price

£ 1,126.40
Order no. 4190352

MICROMAR 44 AS Self-Centering Inside 
Micrometer Sets

Features
 • Operating and display units have a satin chrome finish
• Spindle is made from stainless steel, hardened and ground
• Rapid drive with integrated ratchet
• Self-centering measuring head consists of 3 laterally 

positioned probes, each are offset at intervals of 120°
• Probes from 12 mm are carbide tipped
• From 12 mm the probes can be used to measure to the 

bottom of a bore
• From 40 mm all measuring heads are made from aluminum 

to reduce weight

Product Measuring range Reading Error limit Number of Micrometers Setting rings Order no. List price Offer price

mm mm µm mm £ £

44 AS 6 – 12 0.001 4 3 8, 10 4190350 798.40 638.72

44 AS 12 – 20 0.001 4 2 16 4190351 620.00 496.00

44 AS 20 – 50 0.005 4 4 25, 40 4190352 1,408.00 1,126.40

44 AS 50 – 100 0.005 5 4 60, 85 4190353 1,672.00 1,337.60

For measurement to the bottom of the bore hole
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Product Measuring range Reading Error limit Number of Micrometers Setting rings Order no. List price Offer price

mm mm/inch µm mm £ £

44 EWR 6 – 12 0.001 / .00005 4 3 8, 10 4191160 1,332.00 932.40

44 EWR 12 – 20 0.001 / .00005 4 2 16 4191161 1,160.00 812.00

44 EWR 20 – 50 0.001 / .00005 4 4 25, 40 4191162 1,804.00 1,262.80

44 EWR 50 – 100 0.001 / .00005 5 4 60, 85 4191163 2,168.00 1,517.60

MICROMAR INNER MICROMETERS
Micromar 3-Point inner micrometers - for rapid bore hole 
measurement in any production plant. Three laterally 
positioned anvils in the measuring heads, together with the 

highly accurate measuring force for self-centering in the bore 
hole, ensures reliable and accurate measuring results.

SPECIAL O
FFER PRICES

MAHRLIGHTS AUTUMN 2016

Offer price

£ 1,262.80
Order no. 4191162

MICROMAR 44 EWR self-centering 
digital inner micrometer sets

Features
Functions: RESET (set display to zero), ABS (set display to 
zero without the reference to the preset being lost), mm/
inch, PRESET (enter a numerical value), Reference System, 
LOCK function (key lock), DATA (data transmission via 
connection cable)
• Threaded connection for changing the measuring heads
• Self-centering measuring head consists of 3 laterally 

positioned probes, each are offset at intervals of 120°
• Probes from 12 mm are carbide tipped
• From 12 mm the probes can be used to measure to the 

bottom of a bore
• From 40 mm all measuring heads are made from 

aluminum to reduce weight

Offer price

£ 1,380.00
Order no. 4487762

MICROMAR 844 AS Self Centering Measuring 
Pistol Set, incl. MarCator 1086 R

Features
• Threaded connection for changing the measuring heads
• Self-centering measuring head consists of 3 laterally 

positioned probes, each are offset at intervals of 120°
• Probes from 12 mm are carbide tipped
• From 12 mm the probes can be used to measure to the 

bottom of a bore
• From 40 mm all measuring heads are made from 

aluminum to reduce weight
• Digital indicator can be rotated to any desired measuring 

position

Product Measuring range Number of measuring 
heads 44 Ak

Setting rings Indicating 
instrument included

Resolution Order no. List price Offer price

mm mm mm/inch £ £

844 AS 6 – 12 3 8, 10

MarCator 1086 R

0.0005 / .00002 4487760 1,400.00 1,050.00

844 AS 12 – 20 2 16 0.0005 / .00002 4487761 1,248.00 936.00

844 AS 20 – 50 4 25, 40 0.0005 / .00002 4487762 1,840.00 1,380.00

844 AS 50 – 100 4 60, 85 0.0005 / .00002 4487763 2,236.00 1,677.00

All illustrations and technical data are without guarantee. All list prices are the recommended retail prices. 
The net prices are shown in £ , they exclude Value Added Tax and are valid from 15 September 2016 until 15 November 2016

Immediate measurement thanks to the 
Reference System

For rapid measurements
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Offer price

£ 133.28
Order no. 4420360

MARSTAND 815 MG Measuring stand with magnetic base

Features
 • 3D measuring stand, can reach any position within the 

operating range
• Easy to position, all 3 joints can been fixed into position with 

just one handle
• Maintenance free mechanical clamping system
• Arm components are made of black anodized high quality 

aluminum
• Dial indicator holder with mount diameter 8 mm and dovetail 

for dial test indicator measuring devices
• Equipped with microfine adjustment, free of backlash
• Very powerful ON/OFF magnet
• Package contents: Excludes dial gage

Product Fine adjustment 
range

Total height Projection 
(max.)

Vee-block for 
shaft diameter

Magnetic force 
of vee-block

Order no. List price Offer price

mm mm mm mm N £ £

815 MG

5

224 130

6 - 120

300 4420350 140.00 119.00

815 MG 316 200
800

4420360 156.80 133.28

815 MG 401 280 4420370 190.40 161.84

815 MG 2 444 330 1000 4420380* 359.20 305.32

* Specifically designed for measuring instruments with μm resolution

Simple one handle positioning

MARCATOR POINTS YOU IN RIGHT DIRECTION
Due to their versatility, dial indicators rank as some of the 
most commonly used probes. The MarCator series: reliable 
dial indicators for accuracy you can trust. Our mechanical 

dial indicators have precision gears and pinions for 
maximum accuracy. Also available in shockproof and 
waterproof versions.

DIN
878

Offer price

£ 23.40
Order no. 4311050

MARCATOR 810 A Precision Dial Indicator

Features
 • High contrast dial face
• Adjustable colored tolerance markers for optimum contrast
• Chrome plated metal housing
• Lifter protection cap with dust protection function
• High precision gears and pinions

Product Measuring range Reading Dial diameter Details Order no. List price Offer price

mm mm mm £ £

810 A 10 0.01 50 Measuring force: 0.7 - 1.3 N 4311050 31.20 23.40

The classic indicator with a lifter protection cap
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Product Measuring range Resolution Details Order no. List price Offer price

mm (inch) mm/inch £ £

1075 R  12.5 (.5") 0.01 / .0005"

Height of digits: 12 mm

4336010 117.20 87.90

1075 R  12.5 (.5") 0.005 / .0001" 4336020 155.60 116.70

1075 R  12.5 (.5") 0.001 / .00005" 4336030 240.00 180.00

DIGITAL MEASUREMENT WITH MARCATOR
Our innovative range of digital dial gauges contain 
high precision electronic measuring systems, enabling 
a whole range of additional measuring functions. Simple to 
operate with a large, easy to read display, our digital dial 

gauges meet all the requirements of a modern measuring 
instrument. Quick and simple data processing ensures 
results are available when you need them.

SPECIAL O
FFER PRICES

MAHRLIGHTS AUTUMN 2016

All illustrations and technical data are without guarantee. All list prices are the recommended retail prices. 
The net prices are shown in £ , they exclude Value Added Tax and are valid from 15 September 2016 until 15 November 2016
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Offer price

£ 87.90
Order no. 4336010

MARCATOR 1075 R Digital Dial Gauge

Features
Functions: ON/OFF, RESET (set display to zero), mm/inch, reversal 
of counting direction, PRESET (enter a numerical value), DATA 
(data transmission via connection cable), LOCK function (key lock), 
AUTO-ON/OFF
• High contrast LCD
• Lifter protection cap on the measuring spindle
• Power supply: battery, life approx. 3 years

With large display

MARCATOR 1086 R / Ri / WR / WRi
Digital dial gauges

Features
Functions: ON/OFF, RESET (set display to zero), mm/inch, 
reversal of counting direction, PRESET (enter a numerical value), 
TOL (enter tolerance limit values), ABS (display can be set to 
zero, without losing the reference to the preset value), <0> 
(tolerance GO / NO GO display mode), DATA 
(data transmission via connection cable), factor 
(adjustable), LOCK (lock individual keys)
• High contrast LCD
• Operating and display unit (bezel) can be 

rotated 280°
• Lifter protection cap on the measuring spindle
• Immediate measurement thanks to the 

Reference System
• Power supply: battery, life approx. 3 years

Product Measuring range Resolution switchable Details Order no. List price Offer price

mm (inch) mm (inch) £ £

1086 R 12.5 (.5") 0.01 / .0005" 4337130 220.80 165.60

1086 R 12.5 (.5") 0.0005 / 0.001 / 0.002 / 0.005 / 
0.01 mm

(.00002" / .00005" / .0001" / 
.0002" / .0005")

4337620 272.80 204.60

1086 R 25 (1") 4337621 321.60 241.20

1086 Ri 12.5 (.5") Additional data interface:  
Integrated wireless

4337624 304.80 228.60

1086 Ri 25 (1") 4337625 345.60 259.20

Offer price

£ 228.60
Order no. 4337624

Resolution from 0.5 µm and tolerance display
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Offer price

£ 250.80
Order no. 4337660

MARCATOR 1087 R / 1087 Ri  
Digital dial gauges

Features
Functions: ON/OFF, RESET (set display to zero), mm/inch, reversal 
of counting direction, PRESET (enter a numerical value), TOL 
(enter tolerance limit values), MAX/MIN (store the search for 
the reversal point), TIR (MAX-MIN) for testing radial runout 
and flatness, ABS (display can be set to zero, without losing 
the reference to the preset value), DATA (data transmission via 
connection cable), factor (adjustable), LOCK (lock individual keys)
• High contrast LCD
• Operating and display unit (bezel) can be rotated 280°
• Lifter protection cap on the measuring spindle
• Immediate measurement thanks to the Reference System
• Power supply: battery, life approx. 3 years

Product Measuring range Resolution switchable Details Order no. List price Offer price

mm (inch) mm/inch £ £

1087 R 12.5 (.5") 0.0005 / 0.001 / 0.002 / 0.005 / 
0.01 mm

(.00002" / .00005" / .0001" / 
.0002" / .0005")

4337660 334.40 250.80

1087 R 25 (1") 4337661 380.00 285.00

1087 Ri  12.5 (.5") Additional data interface:  
Integrated wireless

4337663 357.60 268.20

1087 Ri 25 (1") 4337665 403.20 302.40

Offer price

£ 268.20
Order no. 4337663

Resolution from 0.5 µm and dynamic max/min functions
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MARTEST. HIGHLY SENSITIVE MEASUREMENT
Since 1936 Mahr has been one of the world's leading 
suppliers of dial test indicator measuring devices. Sensitive, 
computer-optimised, mechanisms ensure maximum 

reliability and precision. MarTest instruments are ideal 
for use in workshop conditions, with sealed dials ensuring 
liquid resistance.

Offer price

£ 49.20
Order no. 4305200

MARTEST 800 S / SG 
Dial test indicator measuring device - standard version

Features
• High contrast dial face, sealed with an O-Ring
• Satin chrome finished housing with 3 integrated dovetail guide 

ways
• Shockproof mechanism
• Anti magnetic
• Automatic adjustment to the contacting direction ensuring 

infallible readings
• Ball-bearing mounted double lever, overload protection thanks 

to friction clutch
• Measuring anvil with carbide ball ø 2 mm

Product Measuring range Reading Dial diameter Measuring anvil length Order no. List price Offer price

mm mm mm mm £ £

800 S
± 0.4 0.01

28
14.5

4305200 65.60 49.20

800 SG 38 4307200 68.40 51.30

Offer price

£ 69.90
Order no. 4308200

MARTEST 800 SGM / SL dial test indicator measuring 
device - for special measurements

Features
• High contrast dial face, sealed with an O-Ring
• Satin chrome finished housing with 3 integrated dovetail guide 

ways
• Shockproof mechanism
• Anti magnetic
• Automatic adjustment to the contacting direction ensuring 

infallible readings
• Ball-bearing mounted double lever, overload protection thanks 

to friction clutch
• Measuring anvil with carbide ball ø 2 mm

Product Measuring range Reading Dial diameter Measuring anvil length Order no. List price Offer price

mm mm mm mm £ £

800 SGM ± 0.1 0.002 38 14.5 4308200 93.20 69.90

800 SL ± 0.25 0.01 28 41.24 4306200 105.20 78.90

With hardened mineral glass, resistant to breakage and 
scratching

With hardened mineral glass, resistant to breakage and 
scratching
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MILLIMAR. MADE FOR PRECISION
Mahr provides a whole world of dimensional metrology 
excellence. The Millimar range of products comprises 
perfectly matched probes and evaluation units, as well 

as highly precise mechanical components and customer 
solutions. For every measuring task in length metrology we 
have the solution: Millimar by Mahr.

Offer price

£ 558.72
Order no. 5312010

MILLIMAR C1200 compact length measuring instrument

Features
Functions: ON/OFF, mm/inch, reversal of counting direction, 
measuring range switching, TOL (enter tolerance limit values), 
PRESET (enter a numerical value), factor (adjustable), DATA (data 
transmission)
• High resolution and high contrast TFT color display
• Fully adjustable display for ideal viewing angle
• Simple to operate
• Suitable for mains or battery operation
• Fully portable when battery powered
• Compact housing
• Can be mounted on a wall for stationary operation

Product Indication range Resolution Reading Order no. List price Offer price
Digital display Analog display

µm µm µm µm £ £

C1200 ± 5000 

± 5000 , ± 2000 ,  
± 1000 , ± 300 ,  
± 100 , ± 30 ,  

± 10 , ± 3 

0.1
500, 200 , 100 , 20 ,  

10 , 2 , 1, 0.2 
5312010 698.40 558.72

Offer price

£ 167.28
Order no. 5323010

MILLIMAR P2004 M Inductive Probe

Features
• Measuring pin mounted in ball-bearing guide
• High linearity over the total measuring range
• Excellent electromagnetic shielding (EMC)
• All probes can be easily converted from axial to radial by 

mounting a slip-on cap, included with delivery
• Further standard probes are also available upon request, for 

example: probes with a compressed air (pneumatic) lifter or 
with vacuum retraction as well as larger measuring ranges

Product Measuring range Measuring force Repeatability Measuring value hysteresis Order no. List price Offer price
fw fu

mm N µm µm £ £
P2004 M ± 2 0.75 0.1 0.5 5323010 196.80 167.28

The new generation of display units

The Standard Probe
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THE CUTTING EDGE IN DATA TRANSMISSION
In modern production it is imperative that measuring results 
are recorded and evaluated accurately. These results are not 
only valuable benchmarks for assessment, but they can also be 
used to evaluate products and optimise production processes. 

Mahr offers not only an up-to-date solution to data 
transmission, but the highest standard of wireless data 
transmission. Simple, Reliable and Professional.

Offer price

£ 56.52
Order no. 4102220

MARCONNECT i-Stick wireless receiver for measuring instruments with integrated wireless

Features
• Measurement without the nuisance of additional 

modules
• Large freedom of movement, up to 6 m wireless
• Secure and simple data transmission
• Long battery life span
• Inexpensive
• Supplied with MarCom Std. 5.1 software

Product i-Stick
Number of channels  3
Number of connectable measuring instruments with integrated wireless 1 per stick 8 per stick
Radio frequency MHz 2400
For measuring instruments  MarCal 16 EWRi / 30 EWRi

MarCator 1086 Ri / 1087 Ri / 1087 BRi
Order no. 4102220 4102222
Package contents i-Stick + MarCom Standard i-Stick + MarCom Professional
List price £ 62.80 239.20
Offer price £ 56.52 215.28

Product  MarCom Professional 5.1
Number of connectable wireless receivers for i-stick  4
Number of connectable measuring instruments with integrated wireless  32
Number of connectable wireless receivers for e-stick  1
Number of connectable transmission modules for e-stick  8
Number of connectable wireless receivers for FM 2  1
Number of connectable sender modules for wireless receiver FM 2  100
Number of connectable measuring instruments with USB interface  128
Number of connectable USB foot switches  128
Number of connectable measuring instruments with RS232C interface  2
Number of virtual interface boxes (8 inputs) 4
Order no. 4102212
List price £ 206.40
Offer price £ 185.76

Offer price

£ 185.76
Order no. 4102212

MARCOM PROFESSIONAL 5.1 software interface

Features
• Integrated virtual interface boxes
• Possible to connect to SPC software via a virtual 

interface box
• Freely configure the desired data transmission 

(e-Stick, i-Stick, FM 2, USB, RS232)
• Inexpensive

Wireless receiver i-Stick incl. software interface

Processing measuring data

Product Description Order no. List price Offer price
  £ £
MC-R Remote control for MarCom 4102221 67.60 60.84
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Offer price

£ 358.20
Order no. 4426100

DIGIMAR 814 SR Height Measuring and Scribing Instrument

Features
Functions: RESET (set display to zero), mm/inch, ABS (switch 
between relative and absolute measurement), reference lock/
unlock, PRESET (enter a numerical value), DATA (data transmission 
via connection cable), AUTO-ON/OFF
• Life of battery up to 3 years
• Max. measuring speed 1.5 m/s (60"/s)
• Sturdy heavy-duty base, easy to handle
• Hardened and lapped contact surface which produce both a 

smooth and even movement
• Slide and beam made of hardened stainless steel
• Handwheel for positioning and measuring
• Fine adjustment
• Locking screw
• Interchangeable scriber point, carbide tipped

Product Measuring range Resolution Details Order no. List price Offer price

mm (inch) mm/inch £ £

814 SR 0 – 350 (0 – 14") 0.01 / .0005"
Height of digits: 12 mm

4426100 477.60 358.20

814 SR 0 – 600 (0 – 24") 0.01 / .0005" 4426101 840.00 630.00

Exact positioning by handwheel

Extra stable and torsionally rigid 
columns with strong cross-
section for precise marking and 
measuring tasks

Clamping lever for 
quickly fixing the 
slide unit

Handwheel for easy 
positioning and mea-
suring

Sturdy heavy-duty 
base, easy to handle

IDEAL FOR THE WORKSHOP
When you need to measure and check workpieces quickly 
in the workshop, trust Mahr's height measuring and scribing 
instruments.
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AIM HIGH
Digimar height measuring instruments guarantee the 
ultimate in flexibility and quality control. Our motorised 
Digimar height measuring instruments are simple to 

operate; all the basic functions can be executed with a 
single key, offering  ease of use and accuracy.

Offer price

£ 3,591.00
Order no. 4429011

DIGIMAR 817 CLM Height Measuring Instrument

Features
 Functions:
• Contacting from below and above
• Reversal point of a bore hole / shaft (above and/or below)
• Calculate distances and/or symmetry
• Dynamic measuring functions
• Measure perpendicularity and straightness
• Measure in 2D mode
• Measuring programs
• Statistics
• Process measured data etc.
Operating and display unit:
• Large and clearly defined function keys
• Easy to read background lit graphic LCD
• Operator guidance with self-explanatory icons / pictograms
• Future-proof thanks to software updates
• Selectable auto-off function, without loss of measured values
Measuring system:
• Excellent accuracy and reliability due to the optical incremental 

measurement system with the double reader head
• Dynamic probe system enabling high repeatability
• Air bearings system for light and smooth movement
• Precise measuring head on stainless steel guideways
• Motorised measuring carriage simplifies measurement runs
• Probe constant remains after the instrument is switched off
• Integrated rechargeable battery with a long operating time 

span for mains independent measurement
• Temperature compensation via integrated temperature sensor

Product  817 CLM

Measuring range mm 0 – 350 0 – 600 0 – 1000

Range of application from. . . to mm 170 . . . 520 170 . . . 770 170 . . . 1170

Resolution mm 0.01, 0.005, 0.001, 0.0005, 0.0001

Error limit  (1.8 + L/600) L in mm

Repeatability: Bore µm 1

Repeatability: Plane µm 0.5

Perpendicularity error in µm µm 5 6 10

Operating time max. h 10

Measuring force N 1.0 +/– 0.2 N

Rel. humidity, non-condensing % 65

Working temperature °C 20

Operating temperature °C 10 – 40

Order no. 4429010 4429011 4429012

List price £ 4,344.00 4,788.00 8,048.00

Offer price £ 3,258.00 3,591.00 6,036.00

With Quick Mode. Rapid measurement at the highest accuracy
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Offer price

£ 2,784.00
Order no. 4429031

DIGIMAR 816 CL Height Measuring Instrument

Features
 Functions:
• Contacting from below and above
• Width between ledge and/or distance between a groove incl. 

center of the ledge and/or groove
• Diameter of a bore hole and/or shaft incl. center of the bore 

hole and/or shaft
• Reversal point of a bore hole / shaft (above and/or below)
• Calculate distances and/or symmetry
• Dynamic measuring functions
• Measuring program
• Process measured data
Operating and display unit:
• Easy to read background lit graphic LCD
• Clear function keys
• Language-neutral operator guidance with self-explanatory 

icons / pictograms
• Possible to set additional zero points on a workpiece
• Memory can store up to 99 measured values
Measuring system:
• Excellent accuracy and reliability due to the optical incremental 

measurement system with the double reader head
• Dynamic probe system enabling high repeatability
• Air bearings system for light and smooth movement
• Precise measuring head on stainless steel guideways
• Motorised measuring carriage simplifies measurement runs
• Probe constant remains after the instrument is switched off
• Integrated rechargeable battery with a long operating time 

span for mains independent measurement
• Temperature compensation via integrated temperature sensor

Product  816 CL

Measuring range mm 0 – 350 0 – 600

Range of application from. . . to mm 170 . . . 520 170 . . . 770

Resolution mm 0.01, 0.001

Error limit  (2.8 + L/300) L in mm

Repeatability: Bore µm 3

Repeatability: Plane µm 2

Perpendicularity error in µm µm 15 20

Operating time max. h 10

Measuring force N 1.0 +/– 0.2 N

Rel. humidity, non-condensing % 65

Working temperature °C 20

Operating temperature °C 10 – 40

Order no. 4429030 4429031

List price £ 3,276.00 3,712.00

Offer price £ 2,457.00 2,784.00

Perfect for accurate measurements in the production environment
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ROUGHNESS WITH PRECISION
Mahr's entry-level surface metrology instrument is 
intuitive and simple to use. The 4.3" TFT touch display 
can be turned in any direction. The removable drive 

unit makes the MarSurf PS 10 flexible in production 
and manufacturing. One new feature is the integrated 
but removable calibration standard. Measuring 

MARSURF PS 10 SET mobile roughness measuring instrument

Intuitive and simple to use

The removable drive unit, in conjunction with the optional 
hand-held support, lends this instrument added versatility 
where space is limited, e.g. in holes or when measuring small 
parts.

Flexible use 

The large 4.3" high-resolution and backlit TFT touch display 
allows intuitive operation (just like a smartphone) and precise 
representation of the measuring profile.

Extremely easy to operate with detailed profile display

Offer price

£ 1,566.00
Order no. 6910230
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On-site roughness measurement. Measuring in 
production with the MarSurf PS 10

Other practical examples using the MarSurf PS 10

records can be saved in the instrument itself as 
PDF files. Alternatively, they can be transferred using 
MarCom.

The PS 10 automatically creates a PDF measuring record 
without the need for any additional software. The measuring 
record can be easily transferred to a PC via the USB port. 
Alternatively, measuring data can be evaluated in the MarSurf 
XR 1 and XR 20 roughness software or the measurements 
can be sent to Excel or SPC programs using the MarCom 
software.

Perfect evaluation and documentation

The calibration standard stays in the instrument and can be 
checked at any time.

Always at hand

Mahr	GmbH MarSurf	PS	10

1.00-12

Erstellungsdatum: 18.05.2016			14:46

Gerät: MarSurf	PS	10	(1126)

Taster: PHT	350

Lt: 4,8	mm

Ls: 2,5	µm

VB: +/-	200,0	µm

Vt: 1,0	mm/s

Punkte: 9600

0

20,0

-20,0

µm

R[LC	ISO	16610-21	0,8	mm]

Ver	10,0	µm/Skt;	Hor	0,8	mm/Skt; 4,0	mm

R[LC	ISO	16610-21	0,8	mm]R[LC	ISO	16610-21	0,8	mm]

Ra 2,513 µm 0,000 5,400

Rz 18,292 µm 0,000 8,000

Rmax 24,525 µm 0,000 12,000

Rp 6,169 µm 0,000 8,000

Rv 12,123 µm 0,000 13,000

Rt 25,510 µm 0,000 27,000
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ROUGHNESS WITH PRECISION
Careful testing is paramount wherever surface structures 
affect the functioning, processing or appearance of 
components or products. 

MarSurf brings Mahr expertise and knowhow  as 
the top quality solution for all your surface metrology 
requirements.

Features
• Intuitive and simple to use: as easy to use as a smartphone
• Large, illuminated 4.3" TFT touch display
• Start button also serves as the Home button for direct access to 

the start screen
•  Data backup as TXT, X3P, CSV or PDF file
• Instrument flexibility: Removable drive unit
• 31 surface parameters offer the same range of functions as a 

laboratory instrument.

Product  PS 10
Measuring range µm 350

Parameters  
Ra, Rq, Rz (Ry (JIS) equivalent to Rz), Rz (JIS), Rmax, Rp, RpA (ASME), 
Rpm (ASME), Rpk, Rk, Rvk, Mr1, Mr2, A1, A2, Vo, Rt, R3z, RPc, Rmr (tp 

(JIS, ASME) equivalent to Rmr), RSm, RSk, S, CR, CF, CL, R, Ar, Rx
Stylus tip  µm 2
Calibration function  dynamic; Ra, Rz, Rsm

Memory  
min. 3900 profiles, min. 500,000 results, min. 1500 PDF measuring 
records, expandable to 32 GB with microSD card (320x memory 

capacity)

Data interface USB, MarConnect (RS232), microSD slot for SD / SDHC cards up to 32 GB
Battery Lithium-ion battery, 3.7 V, nominal capacity 11.6 Wh, min. 1200 measurements
Measuring principle  Stylus method
Probe  Inductive skidded probe
Measuring force N approx. 0.7 mN
Order no. 6910230
List price £ 1,740.00
Offer price £ 1,566.00

Package contents:
• Drive unit (removable)
• 1 standard probe conforming to standards
• Built-in rechargeable battery, charger / 3 adapters, USB cable
• Roughness standard integrated into housing (removable), 

including Mahr calibration certificate
• Probe protection, carry case with shoulder strap
• Extension cable for drive unit
• Operating instructions

MARSURF PS 10 SET Mobile roughness measuring instrument

Intuitive and simple to use

Offer price

£ 1,566.00
Order no. 6910230
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MARSURF M 300 SET Mobile roughness measuring instrument

Features
• Automatic profile detection and corresponding selection of 

filters and traversing length conforming to standards
•  Individual sampling lengths and short cutoff can be selected
• Printing of R-profile (ISO/ASME/JIS), P-profile (MOTIF), material 

ratio curve, measuring record
• Measuring units (μm/μinch) and standards (ISO/JIS/ASME/

MOTIF) are selectable

M 300 SET contents:
• M 300 evaluation instrument
• RD 18 drive unit with integrated standard
• PHT 6-350 / 2 μm standard probe (conforming to standards)
• Height adjustment, probe protection, 2x USB cables, carry case 

etc.
• Includes Mahr Calibration certificate

Perfect for accurate measurements in the production environment

Product  M 300 
Measuring range µm 350

Parameters  
Ra, Rz (Ry (JIS) equivalent to Rz), Rz (JIS), Rq, Rmax, Rp, RpA (ASME), Rpm 

(ASME), Rpk, Rk, Rvk, Mr1, Mr2, A1, A2, Vo, Rt, R3z, RPc, Rmr (tp (JIS, ASME) 
equivalent to Rmr), RSm, RSk, S, CR, CF, CL, R, Ar, Rx, Rv

Stylus tip  µm 2 μm
Calibration function  Dynamic
Memory  Store up to 40,000 results and up to 30 profiles
Dimensions (L x W x H) of the drive unit  mm 130 x 70 x 50
Dimensions (L x W x H) of the evaluation instrument  mm 190 x 140 x 75
Weight of the drive unit  g approx. 300
Weight of the evaluation unit  kg approx. 1
Measuring principle  Stylus method
Probe  Inductive skidded probe
Measuring force N approx. 0.7 mN
Order no. 6910401
List price £ 3,432.00
Offer price £ 2,402.40

M 300 Offer price

£ 2,402.40
Order no. 6910401
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MARSURF M 300 C SET Mobile roughness measuring instrument

Features
• Automatic profile detection and corresponding selection of 

filters and traversing length conforming to standards
•  Individual sampling lengths and short cutoff can be selected
• Printing of R-profile (ISO/ASME/JIS), P-profile (MOTIF), material 

ratio curve, measuring record
• Measuring units (μm/μinch) and standards (ISO/JIS/ASME/

MOTIF) are selectable

M 300 C SET contents:
• M 300 or M 300 C evaluation instrument
• Cylindrical drive unit RD 18 C
• PHT 6-350 / 2 μm standard probe (conforming to standards)
• Roughness standard PRN 10 with a Mahr calibration certificate
• Height adjustment, probe protection, 1x USB cable  (for 

connection to a PC), carrying case, etc.

Offer price

£ 2,402.40
Order no. 6910431

Perfect for accurate measurements in the production environment

Product  M 300 C
Measuring range µm 350

Parameters  
Ra, Rz (Ry (JIS) equivalent to Rz), Rz (JIS), Rq, Rmax, Rp, RpA (ASME), Rpm 

(ASME), Rpk, Rk, Rvk, Mr1, Mr2, A1, A2, Vo, Rt, R3z, RPc, Rmr (tp (JIS, ASME) 
equivalent to Rmr), RSm, RSk, S, CR, CF, CL, R, Ar, Rx, Rv

Stylus tip  µm 2 μm
Calibration function  Dynamic
Memory  Store up to 40,000 results and up to 30 profiles
Dimensions (L x W x H) of the drive unit  mm 139 x 26
Dimensions (L x W x H) of the evaluation instrument  mm 190 x 140 x 75
Weight of the drive unit  g approx. 300
Weight of the evaluation unit  kg approx. 1
Measuring principle  Stylus method
Probe  Inductive skidded probe
Measuring force N approx. 0.7 mN
Order no. 6910431
List price £ 3,432.00
Offer price £ 2,402.40

Note: An additional separate MarSurf RD 18 C2 drive unit for 
transverse tracing for M 300 C is also available!

M 300 C
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Offer price

£ 1,320.40
Order no. 9104848

MARVISION SM 151 Stereo-zoom microscope incl. CamSet

Features
 • High quality optics for light intensive and sharp 3D images
• Continuously variable magnification due to the adjustable 

zoom lens
• Focusing with an ergonomic handwheel, mounted either side, 

ideal for either a left or right handed operator
• Vee-block head tilted to 45° and rotatable through 360°; with 

the dioptric adjustment (54 – 76 mm)
• Integrated incident and transmitted illumination, continuously 

variable
• Illumination 12 V /15 W, incident and transmitted light is variable

Offer price

£ 650.16
Order no. 4245001

MARVISION SM 150 / SM 160 stereo-zoom microscope

Features
 • High quality optics for light intensive and sharp 3D images
• Continuously variable magnification due to the adjustable 

zoom lens
• Focusing with an ergonomic handwheel, mounted either side, 

ideal for either a left or right handed operator
• Prism head tilted to 45° and rotatable through 360°; with the 

dioptric adjustment (54 – 76 mm)
• Integrated incident and transmitted illumination, continuously 

variable
• Illumination 12 V /15 W, incident and transmitted light is variable 

(only SM 150)

Product Magnification Field of view 
diameter

Observation 
tube angle

Optical tube Working 
distance

Max. height 
of test piece

Order no. List price Offer price
£ £

SM 150 variable 
 7x – 45x 28 – 5 mm 45 ° Binocular 105 mm 75 mm

4245001 722.40 650.16

SM 160 4245003 1,028.00 925.20

Product Magnification Field of view 
diameter

Observation 
tube angle

Optical tube Working 
distance

Max. height 
of test piece

Order no. List price Offer price
£ £

SM 151 variable 7x – 45x 28 – 5 mm 45 ° Trinocular 105 mm 75 mm 9104848 1,467.20 1,320.48

Inspection of workpieces on the shop floor or in the quality control laboratory

Powerful stereo microscope for documentation with first class optics 

THE SECOND DIMENSION IN METROLOGY
With MarVision optical measuring instruments, Mahr offers 
you a quick and reliable solution to many different 2D 
measurement tasks  – from cutting tools and precision 
products for the manufacturing industry to medical 

technology and miniaturised electronic components.  Precise 
measuring instruments and efficient operating and 
evaluation units meet the highest demands.
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Offer price

£ 13,507.20
Order no. 4247800

MARVISION QM 300 Video workshop measuring microscope incl. M3 software with touchscreen PC

Features
 • Telecentric fixed lens
• Integrated USB color camera
• LED ring light: dimmable
• LED transmitted light: dimmable
 • Height adjustable measuring table
 • Automatic part detection
 • Automatic measurement of all features of a component within 

the image field
 • Easy program sequence due to on-screen graphic guidance
 • Automatic edge detection, even on low-contrast parts
 • Operator prompts are available in various languages

Operating and display unit M3 software with 
touchscreen PC
• 23" touchscreen with keyboard and mouse
 • Based on Windows 8; thus it is possible to install further 

software
 • Operated via the Multi-Touch on the monitor or via mouse/

keyboard
 • Large video image
 • Target / actual evaluation with tolerance data
 • Print out measuring record with company logo
 • Represented graphically with dimensions
 • Statistics (minimum, maximum, range, standard deviation, 

6-sigma etc.)
 • DXF function compares the measurement with a CAD drawing

MAHRLIGHTS AUTUMN 2016

Product QM 300
Measuring range X/Y mm 32 x 24*
Travel Z mm 30
Measuring system E2 XY in µm µm 4.0+L/50 (L in mm)
Camera system 5 Megapixel USB 3
Lighting: Incident light LED ring light
Lighting: Transmitted light LED telecentric
Dimensions H x W x D mm 618 x 196 x 325
Order no. 4247800
List price £ 15,008.00
Offer price £ 13,507.20

* Further sizes (57 x 42 mm, 96 x 72 mm) are available upon request.

Accessories for microscopes see Dimensional Metrology catalog, MarVision - Chapter 18

M3 software with touchscreen PC

Punched parts Gears Rubber seals / rings

All illustrations and technical data are without guarantee. All list prices are the recommended retail prices. 
The net prices are shown in £ , they exclude Value Added Tax and are valid from 15 September 2016 until 15 November 2016

Direct comparison of CAD contours

Typical workpiece samples:
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Offer price

£ 14,760.00
Order no. 4247601

MARVISION MM 420 / MM 420 CNC Workshop measuring microscope with image processing

Features
• Integrated color camera
 • Zoom lens, optionally motorized
 • LED ring light: 1 ring and 4 segments, all with 

individual switching and dimming functions
 • LED transmitted light: dimmable
 • Solid granite base
 • Sturdy steel XY cross table, precision-mounted
 • Quick and fine adjustment of axes
 • Optical incremental measuring system for 

outstanding accuracy and reliability
 • Laser pointer for position finding

Operating and display unit M3 software with 
touchscreen PC
 • 23" touchscreen with keyboard and mouse
 • Based on Windows 8; therefore possible to install further 

software
 • Operated via the Multi-Touch on the monitor or via mouse/

keyboard
 • Large video image
 • Target / actual evaluation with tolerance data
 • Print out measuring record with company logo
 • Represented graphically with dimensions
 • Automatic edge detection, even on low-contrast parts
 • Statistics (minimum, maximum, range, standard deviation, 

6-sigma etc.)
 • Stitching (stitching of several individual pictures to create one 

big picture (rectangular stitching, open stitching))

MAHRLIGHTS AUTUMN 2016

Applications:

 • Measurement or determination of geometric elements (point, 
straight line, circle, distance, intersection point, etc.) by automatic 
edge detection, e.g. on punched and bent components, plastic 
components, and circuit boards.

M3 software with 
touchscreen PC

MM 420

All illustrations and technical data are without guarantee. All list prices are the recommended retail prices. 
The net prices are shown in £ , they exclude Value Added Tax and are valid from 15 September 2016 until 15 November 2016

Simple, but powerful, measuring functions
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Accessories for microscopes see Dimensional Metrology catalog, MarVision - Chapter 18

Product MM 420 MM 420 MM 420 CNC
Lens Fixed Zoom Motorized Zoom
Magnification  mm select either 40x, 60x, 100x 0.7x - 4.5x 6.5:1
Measuring range X/Y  mm 200 / 100
Travel Z  mm 150 / (350 with optional extension)
Size of table  mm 370 x 210
Maximum table load  kg 20
Measuring system  built-in incremental scale
Measuring system - resolution  µm 0.001
Measuring system - E1 X/Y in µm  1.9 + (L/100)
Measuring system - E2 XY in µm  2.9 + (L/100)
Working distance approx.  mm from 65 - 85 (depending on option)
max. height of test piece  mm from 80 up to over 280 (depending on option)
Illumination  LED incident and transmitted light, adjustable
Dimensions H x W x D  mm 700 x 480 x 430 700 x 650 x 550 700 x 650 x 550
Order no. 9106534 4247601 4247701
List price £ 15,252.00 16,400.00 25,380.00
Offer price £ 13,726.80 14,760.00 22,842.00
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© by Mahr GmbH 

We reserve the right to make changes to our products, especially due to 

technical improvements and further developments. All illustrations and 

technical data are therefore without guarantee. 

All list prices are the recommended retail prices. The net prices are shown 

in £, they exclude Value Added Tax and are valid from 15 September 2016 

until 15 November 2016
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